I. INTRODUCTION
Singular systems are being applied to solve a variety of problems involved in various disciplines of science and engineering. They are applied to analyse neurological events and catastrophic behaviour and they also provide a convenient form for the dynamical equations of large scale interconnected systems. Further, singular systems are found in many areas such as constrained mechanical systems, fluid dynamics, chemical reaction kinetics, simulation of electrical networks, electrical circuit theory, power systems, aerospace engineering, robotics, aircraft dynamics, neural networks, neural delay systems, network analysis, time series analysis, system modelling, social systems, economic systems, biological systems etc. [5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Wazwaz [14] published a paper on modified Runge-Kutta formula based on a variety of means of third order. Murugesan et al. [1 -4] have analysed different second-order systems and multivariable linear systems via RK method based on centroidal mean, and also, they extended RK formulae based on variety of means to solve system of IVPs. In this paper, we apply the Leapfrog method for finding the numerical solution of first order linear singular systems of time-invariant and time varying cases with more accuracy.
II. FIRST ORDER LINEAR SINGULAR SYSTEM
In general a first order linear singular system of time-invariant case is represented in the following form
where K is an n n  singular matrix, A and B are n n  and p n  constant matrices respectively.   t x is an n-state vector and   t u is the p-input control vector. A first order linear singular system of time-varying case is represented in the following form
where   
. We shall usually discretize the independent variable in equal increments: 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, the exact solutions and approximated solutions obtained by Leapfrog method and STHWS method. To show the efficiency of the Leapfrog method, we have considered the following problem taken from [6] , with step size 1 . 0  t along with the exact solutions. The discrete solutions obtained by the two methods, Leapfrog method and the STHWS methods; the absolute errors between them are tabulated and are presented in Table 1 -2. To distinguish the effect of the errors in accordance with the exact solutions, graphical representations are given for selected values of "t" and are presented in Fig. 1 to Fig. 5 for the following problem, using three dimensional effects.
Example 4.1
The first order linear singular system of time-invariant case with three variables of the form (1) is given by [6] 
The first order linear singular system of time-varying case with two variables of the form (2) using Leapfrog method and STHWS method to solve the above problems, the absolute errors are evaluated and are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 with various time step size. Error graphs are presented Fig. 1 to Fig. 6 to highlight the efficiency of the method. A simple and easy method is introduced in this paper to obtain discrete solutions of first order linear singular systems of time-invariant and time varying cases using Leapfrog method. The efficiency and the accuracy of the Leapfrog method have been illustrated by suitable examples. The solutions obtained are compared well with the exact solutions and STHWS method. It has been observed that the solutions by our method show good agreement with the exact solutions. The present method is very convenient as it requires only simple computing systems, less computing time and less memory. The Leapfrog method is very simple and direct which provides the solutions for any length of time.
